IN 25 WORDS OR LESS (BAR)-Bill LaBounty
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Intro:

I like springtime flowers that grow a-long the lane,

I like sunshine showers and walking in the rain

I like a three day weekend and Sundays at the zoo

And in 25 words or less I'll tell you why I like you

You got sen-sational smile, irre-sistible eyes

Oh but the fasci - natin' thing about you is you look lonesome too

I like a wet mar-tini but I take my whiskey neat

I like toast and honey 'cause that makes my morning sweet

I like a nightclub after hours, I like a Coleman Hawkins blues

And in 25 words or less I'll tell you why I like you
In 25 Words or Less

You got sen-sational smile, irre-sistible eyes

Oh but the fasci - natin' thing about you is you look lonesome too

Interlude: chords of 1st 2 lines

I like a tropical island, I play my ukulele in the la-goon

I climb up the coconut tree and hula-hula with the local ba- boon

I like milkshakes, cupcakes, clam bakes, sweepstakes, lazy after- noons

And in 25 words or less I'll tell you why I like you

You got sen-sational smile, irre-sistible eyes

Oh but the fasci - natin' thing about you is you look lonesome too, girl, with your

Sen-sational smile, irre-sistible eyes

Oh but the fasci - natin' thing about you is you look lonesome,

I’m so lonesome, you look lonesome too (repeat the line)
IN 25 WORDS OR LESS-

Bill LaBounty

4/4 1…2…1234

Intro:  | D Bm | Em7 A7 | D Dsus | D G#m7 C#7 |

F#7       Bm D G B7 Em
I like springtime flowers that grow along the lane,
Fdim D Bm Em7 A7 D Dsus D G#m7 C#7
I like sunshine showers and walking in the rain
F#7       Bm D G B7 Em
I like a three day weekend and Sundays at the zoo
Fdim D Bm Em7 A7 D Dsus D
And in 25 words or less I'll tell you why I like you

D#dim Em7 A7 D D#dim Em7 A7 D F#m7
You got sensational smile, irresistible eyes
Fm7 Em7 Fdim F#m7 B7 Em7 A7 D G#m7 C#7
Oh but the fascination thing about you is you look lonesome too

F#7       Bm D G B7 Em
I like a wet martini but I take my whiskey neat
Fdim D Bm Em7 A7 D Dsus D G#m7 C#7
I like toast and honey 'cause that makes my morning sweet
F#7       Bm D G B7 Em
I like a nightclub after hours, I like a Coleman Hawkins blues
Fdim D Bm Em7 A7 D Dsus D
And in 25 words or less I'll tell you why I like you

D#dim Em7 A7 D D#dim Em7 A7 D F#m7
You got sensational smile, irresistible eyes
Fm7 Em7 Fdim F#m7 B7 Em7 A7 D G#m7 C#7
Oh but the fascination thing about you is you look lonesome too

Interlude: chords of 1st 2 lines

F#7       Bm D G B7 Em
I like a tropical island, I play my ukulele in the lagoon
Fdim D Bm Em7 A7 D Dsus D G#m7 C#7
I climb up the coconut tree and hula-hula with the local ba- boon
F#7       Bm D G B7 Em
I like milkshakes, cupcakes, clambakes, sweepstakes, lazy afternoons
Fdim D Bm Em7 A7 D Dsus D
And in 25 words or less I'll tell you why I like you

D#dim Em7 A7 D D#dim Em7 A7 D D#dim
You got sensational smile, irresistible eyes
Em7 Fdim F#m7 B7 Em7 A7 D D#dim
Oh but the fascination thing about you is you look lonesome too, girl, with your
Em7 A7 D D#dim Em7 A7 D D#dim
Sensational smile, irresistible eyes
Em7 Fdim F#m7 B7 Em7 A7
Oh but the fascination thing about you is you look lonesome,
D D#dim Em7 A7 D DMA7
I'm so lonesome, you look lonesome too (repeat the line)